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Abstract—The unpredictable activities of primary users (PUs)
make the channel availabilities in cognitive radio networks (CRN-
s) very unstable. The dynamic channel availabilities cause routing
in CRNs to be more difficult than in traditional wireless networks.
Specifically, when a source node needs to select a route to reach
the destination, the “optimal” route during the route selection
phase may not be reliable because of the sudden appearance of a
PU, and thus, may not be optimal during the data transmission
phase. In this paper, we propose a novel routing protocol based on
the source routing in traditional wireless networks. We consider
the angle dimension of CRNs by assuming that the directional
antennas are equipped on every node. The directional antennas
can facilitate the marking of boundary areas of PUs. We use
the USRP/Gnuradio to show the sensing result differences of
different directions at the boundary area of a primary user. For
every optional route between a source node and a destination
node, we can evaluate its reliability and other performance by
evaluating the PU areas it passes through, and estimating the
possible transmission rate of each link on this route. Based on
these parameters, we propose an algorithm for route selection,
considering both the reliability and delay. Our routing protocol
only requires very limited piggyback information, compared
to other routing protocols in CRNs. It is efficient and highly
adaptable under the dynamic channel availabilities. We evaluate
our approach through extensive simulations.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio networks, directional antennas,
USRP/Gnuradio, boundary nodes, routing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nodes, referred to as secondary users (SUs), in cognitive
radio networks (CRNs) [1] can make opportunistic use of mul-
tiple channels not occupied by primary users (PUs). However,
when a primary user becomes active and occupies a channel,
SUs on that channel need to quit immediately. Therefore,
some links can possibly be broken. The dynamics of channel
availabilities result in the difficulty of routing in CRNs, and
carrying out end-to-end data transmission.

There have been many works on routing in CRNs [2].
Since the dynamic channel availabilities affect the delay and
reliability of each route, the route selection algorithm needs
to consider the channel availability situation of each optional
route. A simple solution would be that each node collects its
own information about PUs and piggyback that information to
the source node for route selection. However, it will cause a
lot of information exchange and burden the control channels.

Most of the existing routing protocols rely on the pig-
gybacked channel information, and build their metrics re-
garding multiple parameters, e.g., channel availability and
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Fig. 1. Advantages of directional antenna in CRNs.

route quality. Then the route selection is usually based on
these metrics. However, there are two main problems to
these protocols. First, the overhead of the piggybacked in-
formation is usually too large, which makes it impractical
when considering the energy and interference. Second, the
piggybacked channel availabilities cannot convey the instant
channel situation because, at the time the data is transmitting,
the channel availabilities are possibly different. Therefore, a
better protocol should be able to take both the overhead and
dynamics in channel availabilities into consideration.

We consider the routing problem in a novel way, and make
use of the directional antennas to help route selection. There
have been many works done in using directional antennas to
benefit the data transmission in traditional wireless ad hoc
networks [3]. There are two benefits to applying directional
antennas. One is the reduction of the radio interference. Thus,
in CRNs, it increases the spacial reuse opportunities among
PUs and SUs, and also for SUs themselves. Another benefit
of directional antennas lies in the determination of if a node
is located at the boundary of a PU area. For example, in Fig.
1, nodes a and b locate at the boundary of a PU network.
Each node has a four-directional antenna. The four directions
of the antenna on each node do not need to be globally
aligned, which is similar to the directional antenna model in
[4]. Although the pair of PU − TX and PU −RX is active,
a and b can still use the same channel to send data in sector
III and sector IV , respectively. In addition, the link from a
to d and the link from b to c can use the same channel, since
the directional transmission reduces the interference between
them. We take both advantages of directional antennas in our
model, and propose both a novel and efficient protocol.

In our paper, we assume that each node is equipped with
a directional antenna, which is a reasonable assumption,
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considering the directional functions in many mobile devices
today. We define the boundary node, and each node is able to
decide whether it is, itself, a boundary node or not. We use
the USRP/Gnuadio testbed to show the difference of sensing
results in different sectors of the directional antenna on a
boundary node. We make use of the piggybacked information
by boundary nodes. Here, instead of having every node along
the route to piggyback channel availability related information,
we only need the boundary node to piggyback those infor-
mation. Therefore, our model costs less overhead during the
piggyback phase, and also reduce the burden of information
exchange on control channels. The source node makes use
of the information returned by boundary nodes along each
possible route, measures the channel availability and stability
of each route, and chooses the best one to reach the destination
node through our algorithm.

The main contributions of our work are as follows:
• We use the USRP/Gnuradio testbed to prove the sensing

result differences of different directions of a boundary
node, which provides the basis for a node to identify if
itself is a boundary node.

• We make use of boundary nodes to piggyback informa-
tion, with very limited overhead. The boundary nodes
decide the content of the information to piggyback, which
is based on the threshold about PU activities.

• We redefine the route length in a creative way, which
considers the channel availability, route stability, and the
delay. Based on our defined route length, we give the
algorithm for the route selection.

The organization of our paper is as follows. In Section II, we
discuss the related works; we introduce two preliminaries in
Section III; the problem is defined in Section IV; our routing
protocol is described in Section V; performance evaluations
are presented in Section VI; the conclusion is in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Our related works can be organized into two categories.
One is about the routing protocols, and the other is about the
existing directional antenna models in CRNs.

Many works have been done on routing protocols in CRNs.
Most of them consider both routing and channel assignment.
In [5], the authors propose a protocol called opportunistic
cognitive routing (OCR), which enables each user to make
use of its geographical information and collect channel usage
statistics. Then, OCR applies this information to perform
routing and channel assignment. In [6], the authors study
a routing protocol called CRP, which maps the spectrum
selection metrics and local PU interference observations to
a packet forwarding delay over the control channel. [7] devel-
ops a centralized channel assignment scheme and bandwidth
allocation combined with routing algorithms for multi-channel
wireless mesh networks. Each node in their model is equipped
with multiple network interface cards. [8] presents a routing
and channel assignment protocol for multi-channel multi-
hop wireless networks. It balances channels by having each
node select channels based on its load information. In [9],

the authors consider a distributed channel assignment and
routing scheme in multi-channel multi-hop wireless networks.
The channel cost metric (CCM) is introduced, which reflects
the interference cost and is defined as the sum of expected
transmission times. Our work is different from the above
protocols, since our model makes use of directional antennas,
and only causes very limited overhead while considering the
dynamic channel availabilities.

There are also some works done to take the angle dimension
of CRNs into consideration. In [10], the authors propose a
scheme with relays or directional relays for SUs to exploit new
spectrum opportunities, and provide higher spectrum efficiency
by coexistence of primary and CR users at the same region,
time, and spectrum band. Particularly, they consider applying
relay nodes when an existing link is broken. However, their
solution is not very practical, since it assumes the known
location information of different nodes, and does not consider
the interference, the delay, or the power of each relay node.
In [11], the authors use an electronically steerable parasitic
antenna receptor to study the spectrum sensing for cognitive
radio. They divide the angular domain into sectors, and detect
signals from PUs on a time domain. In [12], multicast commu-
nications in CRNs using directional antennas are studied. The
authors control the transmission power to avoid interference
with the PU network, and present a mathematical model,
which is subsequently formulated as a Mixed Integer Non-
linear Programming (MINLP) problem. In [13], the joint
optimization of antenna orientation and spectrum allocation is
studied. Their objective is to maximize the overall throughput
of a CRN. Their model relies on the base station, and proposes
a mathematical model, which is formulated as a MINLP; this
is solved by adopting the branch and bound algorithm. The
assumption of having known channel and node information is
unrealistic. Moreover, their model is based on the base station,
which takes no consideration of the multihop situation. Our
model is different from the above ones, since we make use
of the directional antenna to solve the routing problem. Also,
our protocol is more efficient and practical.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review two concepts. One is about the
SINR model and the relation between transmission power
and data transmission rate. The other is about the delay
composition in CRNs.

A. Transmission Power and Rate

Suppose a node a sends data to node b using power Pa.
The value of SINR [14] at b is:

SINRab =
Pagab
N0 + I

,

where gab is the power gain from a to b, N0 is the noise level,
and I is the current interference by other nodes working on
the same channel.

The maximum achievable data transmission rate Vab of a
given channel at b can then be computed based on Shannon’s
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capacity theorem:

Vab = W log2(1 + SINRab),

where W is the carrier bandwidth. Therefore, the more power
that a can use to send would result in a better transmission
rate on the link from a to b. We will discuss the constraints
on Pa in the following section.

B. Delay Components
The delay of a routing path in CRNs is different from that

in traditional wireless networks, due to the dynamic channel
availability on each node. The main factors that influence the
delay are:

• Medium access delay, which is the delay when a node
accesses a given channel;

• Queueing delay, which is related to the output transmis-
sion rate of a node on a given channel;

• Handoff delay, which happens when the current channel
is occupied by PUs, and the nodes need to switch to
another channel;

• Rerouting delay, which is when the current link is unable
to meet the transmission requirements, the sender needs
to seek another route to reach the receiver.

Therefore, if a routing path consists of many unstable links
that need to be frequently handed off or rerouted, the overall
delay would increase because of the increment in medium
access delay, handoff delay, and rerouting delay. If the sender
of a given link can only use low power to send, due to the
interference requirements of PUs, which would result in low
transmission rate, the queueing delay would increase.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We first describe the system model and related constraints.
Then, we give the objective of our model.

A. System Model & Constraints
We consider a CRN with the node set, {a, b, c, ....}. Each

node is equipped with directional antennas, which divides
the omnidirectional transmission range of each node into a
number of sectors. The total available channel set consists
of M channels, which are licensed to a set of PUs, whose
activities are unknown. During the data transmission, each
node selects one sector to send the data. We assume that there
is a common control channel (CCC) for nodes to coordinate.

There are several constraints that need to be satisfied for
successful data transmission, regardless of which sector is
adopted by each user. When node a sends data to node b,
they must tune in to the same channel, m ∈ M . Suppose the
power used by node a is Pa. The minimum SINR requirement
at b is αb. Therefore, we have

Pagab
N0 + I

> αb. (1)

Moreover, suppose that the nearby primary user pairs, PU−
TX and PU−RX , are working on the same channel m. Then,
we have

Ppgpp
N0 + I + gapPa

> αp, (2)
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a

Fig. 2. Testbed for showing the characteristic of a boundary node.

where Pp is the power adopted by PU−TX , gpp is the power
gain from PU − TX to PU − RX , gap is the power gain
from node a to PU −RX , and αp denotes the desired SINR
requirement of PU −RX . The data transmission from a to b
is successful only if the above two constraints are satisfied.

Since the position of any PU − TX is unknown to SUs,
to make sure the PU sessions are not interfered with, we
strengthen Constraint (2) as for any point within PU − TX’s
area, instead of only PU − RX , where the SINR value is
above αp; Pa must satisfy Constraint (2), no matter which
sector a uses. Therefore, when a and PU − TX are working
on the same channel, we have the following three situations
regarding the constraint of Pa, based on the distance between
PU − TX to node a:

Pa =


0

Ppgpa
N0+I > αp,

P ′
a

Ppgpp′

N0+I = αp, gap′P ′
a → 0,

Pmax
Ppgpp′

N0+I = αp, gap′Pmax = 0.

(3)

The first case is that when the SINR value of PU−TX at a’s
location is above αp, a cannot use the channel of PU − TX .
The second case is that a can use the channel of PU − TX ,
but the interference caused by a cannot make any point that
has a SINR greater than or equal to αp to be less than αp. p′ is
a boundary point of PU − TX’s transmission area where the
SINR is equal to αp. The third case is that a is far from PU−
TX’s transmission area. Node a can transmit at the maximal
power Pmax without causing any significant interference to
any point within PU − TX’s transmission area.

B. Objective

Suppose there are session requests in the CRN. For a source
node S, the objective of our model is to find the route with the
minimal delay while ensuring the reliability, as to reach the
destination node, D. Based on the delay discussion in Section
III, the channel availabilities on each link play an important
factor in determining the overall delay. Since the channel
availabilities on each link are dynamic, it is impractical to
find the optimal solution. Even if a route provides the minimal
delay at a given time, it is unable to ensure the minimal delay
during the entire session.

We provide a protocol for routing which considers both
delay and reliability, with the help of directional antennas. In
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Fig. 3. Receiving results at sector I .

Fig. 4. Receiving results at sector II .

our model, to select a route, there are four factors that need to
be taken into consideration: the nodes on the route, the sector
adopted by each node to transmit, the channel used on that
sector, and the power allowed on that channel. Considering
the interference constraints of PUs and SUs are both dynamic,
it is impractical to find the optimal solution. We propose an
effective routing protocol, which makes use of the directional
antennas, and efficiently reduces the overhead during the ex-
change of control messages on CCC. Our framework consists
of two phases: route selection and data transmission.

V. ROUTING PROTOCOL WITH DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

A. Overview

Since each node in our model is equipped with a directional
antenna, for a node a, we use the 2-tuple (INa, OUTa) where
INa denotes the sector ID that a packet is received by a, and
OUTa denotes the sector ID that the packet is sent out by a.

Similar to the source routing in traditional ad hoc networks
[15], in our model, the source node first needs to find the route
to reach the destination node using the following process:

• The source node, S sends the route request (RREQ)
packet through the CCC from all sectors. The RREQ
contains the ID of the destination node D, denoted as
< S,D >. Also, for every sector that the RREQ is sent
out, it also contains the OUTS . Since it is the source
node, the INS is empty.

• For any node a that receives the RREQ, it would add its
own node ID and broadcast the request through all of its
sectors. Moreover, it would also add (INa, OUTa) to the
RREQ. Obviously, INa is the same for all sectors, from
which the RREQ is received. OUTa is different among
the sending out of RREQ in different sectors.

• The above two processes continue until the destination
node is reached. Then the RREQ will contain all the node
IDs from S to D, denoted as < S, ..., a, ..., D >. The
RREQ also contains the IN and OUT sector IDs of each
node on the path, for example, the (INa, OUTa) of node
a. In addition, for destination node D, it only contains
IND, since the OUTD is empty.

After the destination node D is reached, it will reply with
the route reply (RREP) packet over CCC, along with the
route information (node IDs and sector numbers) in the RREQ
packet, to the source node. Since, in most cases, there are
several routes from S to D, the source node S needs to select
one of them. It is intuitive to consider adding the channel
availability situation of the corresponding sector on each node
to the RREP message along the route, and piggybacking to S.
However, this is impractical. Since the channel availabilities on
each sector of each node are dynamic, the channel availability
of each node can be different between the piggyback phase
and the data transmission phase. Also, it would cause lots of
overhead to return the channel availability of every node on the
route. In our model, we make use of the directional antennas,
and propose an efficient route selection scheme.

B. Boundary Node
We first give the definition of boundary node under our

model.
Definition 1: Node a is a boundary node regarding the

PU−TX on channel m if the variance, Va(m), of the sensing
results in all sectors of node a is above a threshold, ν. We use
Ba(m) = 1 to denote that c is the boundary node of PU−TX
that occupies channel m. Then

Ba(m) =

{
0 Va(m) ≤ ν,

1 Va(m) > ν.
(4)
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For example, in Fig. 5, PU − TX occupies channel m1.
Bc(m1) = 1 if the variance of the sensing results on m in the
four sectors (I, II, III, IV) is above the threshold ν. It means
that c is a boundary node of the PU − TX that occupies
channel m1.

We use the USRP/Gnuradio testbed to show the difference
of the received SINR at different sectors of a boundary node.
As shown in Fig. 2, to simulate a SU with a four-directional
antenna, we use four USRP N200s, and each of them denotes
one sector. Another USRP N200 is used to simulate a PU −
TX . We use narrowband communication here. The PU sends
on the channel with central frequency 1.3005GHz, and all the
other 4 USRP N200s receive at the same channel. The received
SINRs at the USRP N200s located at sectors I and II are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. We use the waterfall plot to show the
SINR values over time. The approximate SINR at sector I is
about −50 dB, while the value at sector II is about −87 dB.
The differences of SINR values over time at different sectors
of a boundary node are very obvious.

Besides, each boundary node records the historical proba-
bility, which is the probability of its corresponding PU to be
active in a constant time range. For example, in Fig. 5, node
c is a boundary node with Bc(m1) = 1. It will maintain the
active probability PBc(m1) of PU − TX in time range T .
The value of PBc(m1) is updated by node c after every T .
We will use the PBc(m1) in our piggyback scheme.

Many merits of boundary nodes have been studied in
traditional wireless networks [16], [17]. In addition, boundary
nodes in CRNs can facilitate the routing path selection. They
can help to differentiate the routes that go into or avoid the
PU−TX’s area. For example, in Fig. 5, suppose that the two
PU − TXs occupy channel m1 and m2, and are randomly
active. Route R that goes out from sector III of node c is
different from route R′ that goes from sector IV . Intuitively,
when channel m1 is unavailable, route R is better than route
R′ because the following links of c on route R′ are more likely
to be broken, which is unreliable and would cause more delay.

C. Threshold Based Piggyback Scheme with Limited Over-
head

Having the boundary node definition, each node can identify
if it is, itself, a boundary node of a certain primary user during
the spectrum sensing phase. Our protocol will make use of
boundary nodes during the piggyback phase.

As stated at the beginning of this section, when node a
receives the RREQ packet, it will add both its ID and the 2-
tuple (INa, OUTa) to the RREQ. However, if a is a boundary
node of the PU occupying channel m and the active probability
of that PU is above a predefined threshold γ, it will add the
4-tuple (INa, OUTa,m, µa) to the RREQ, where µa equals
1 or -1, indicating the entrance to, or exiting of, the PU area.
More specifically, we give the following three cases for node
a to decide which information it will add to the current RREQ
packet:

• If ∃m ∈ M that satisfies Ba(m) = 1 & PBa(m) >
γ, and m is unavailable on the sector number OUTa

from which the RREQ is sent out, instead of a’s ID
and its 2-tuple (INa, OUTa), a would add the 4-tuple
(INa, OUTa,m, µa) to the RREQ, where m is the chan-
nel that is unavailable in sector OUTa, and µa = 1, which
indicates the entering of the PU area.

• If ∃m ∈ M that satisfies Ba(m) = 1 & PBa(m) > γ,
and m is unavailable on the sector number INa from
which the RREQ is received, a would add its ID and the
4-tuple (INa, OUTa,m, µa) to the RREQ, where m is
the channel that is unavailable in sector INa, and µa = 0,
which indicates an exit from the PU area.

• Otherwise, a would only add its ID and the 2-tuple
(INa, OUTa) to the RREQ.

The first case presents the situation in which the route
enters the PU area occupying m, reported by the boundary
node a. The second case represents the situation in which
the route leaves the PU area occupying m, reported by the
boundary node a. In both cases, the PU occupying m does
not have to be active at the time when RREQ is transmitted,
as long as they are previously measured by the boundary
nodes and their active probability measured by a is above
a predefined threshold γ. The third case is for nodes that are
not boundary nodes, or nodes that are boundary nodes but the
active probability of PU is below the threshold γ , regardless
of if they are inside or outside the PU areas.

The reason that the active probability of PU during T has
to be above the predefined threshold γ is because different
PUs have different active levels. For example, some PUs are
much less frequently active than other PUs. It is possible that
entering these PU areas could achieve a better performance
than choosing other routes which do not go through those PU
areas but take longer hop distance to reach the destination.
The route selection algorithm is discussed in details in the
following parts.

For example, in Fig. 5, the two PU−TXs occupy channels
m1 and m2. There are two optional routes, R and R′, from
source S to destination D. Node j in Fig. 5 satisfies the
first case, where Bj(m2) = 1, and m2 is unavailable on
sector I (OUTj = I). j would add its ID and the 4-tuple
(II, I,m2, 1) to the RREQ. Node h in Fig. 5 belongs to the
second case. Thus, h would add its ID and (II, I,m2,−1) to
the RREQ. Node i in Fig. 5 meets the conditions of the third
case. Therefore, i only adds its ID and (I, IV ) to the RREQ.

After the destination node D is reached, it copies the route
information and the added 2 or 4-tuple information by each
node in RREQ, and piggybacks to source node S in RREP.
Using route R in Fig. 5 as an example, the RREP would
contain the node IDs, < S, c, i, j, g, h,D >, on R, and also
the 2 or 4-tuple attributes of each node. Among all nodes on
route R, j has the 4-tuple (II, I,m2, 1), and h has the 4-tuple
(II, I,m2,−1). The others have 2-tuple, indicating the IN
and OUT sector numbers.

D. Weighted Route Length

After the source node receives the RREP along with pig-
gybacked information, it needs to perform the route selection,
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Fig. 5. Two possible routes from S to D.

since there is usually more than one route that can reach the
destination node.

Due to the dynamics of channel availabilities, it is impracti-
cal to estimate the delay of each route and choose the optimal
one. To achieve our goal, we provide a heuristic approach
to estimate the delay of each route. There are two factors to
be considered: the delay of each link along the route, and
the length of the route. The transmission rate depends on the
power used by the sender. Based on the constraints in 3, the
maximal power that a node can use happens when that channel
is free of the corresponding PU area. Intuitively, the route that
passes through the lower amount of PU area is more likely
to achieve less delay for each link. Instead of adopting the
traditional way to calculate the route length, we propose a
novel weighted route length calculation, which connects the
channel availabilities of each route with the route length.

The calculation of the route length is conducted by the
source node, which makes use of the information contained in
the piggybacked RREP packet. We use ab to denote a single
link from a to b on the optional route. a and b have a 2-tuple
or 4-tuple attribute, depending on whether it is a boundary
node or not.

We start by defining whether a link is inside or outside a PU
area that occupies channel m. The source node treats the nodes
that return a 2-tuple as a non-boundary node. For example, as
discussed in the above part, if a node a is a boundary node
but the active probability of PU is below a threshold, it only
returns a 2-tuple. The source node would treat a as a non-
boundary node as well as other real non-boundary node.

Definition 2: A single link ab is inside the PU area that
occupies channel m if any of the three cases is satisfied:

• Ba(m) = 1, µa = 1;
• Ba(m) = 0, Bb(m) = 1, µb = −1;
• Ba(m) = 0, Bb(m) = 0, and ∃c, which satisfies

Bc(m) = 1; c is the nearest boundary node to a among
all the boundary nodes before a on the given route, and
it satisfies µc = 1.

Otherwise, the link is outside the PU area of m. For a given
route, we use Iab(m) = 1 to denote that the link ab is inside
the PU area of m, and Iab(m) = 0 to denote it is outside the
PU area of m.

In the above definition, the first case means that node a is

Algorithm 1 Route selection from route set R.
1. Length = ∞, Route = null
2. for ∀R ∈ R do
3. Calculate L(R) using (6) // Calculate the route length

of every R
4. if L(R) < Len then
5. Route = R
6. Length = L(R)
7. end if
8. end for
9. return Route // Return the route with minimum length.

the starting point of entering the PU area occupying m. The
second case means that node b is the end point of leaving
the PU area occupying m. The third case means that the
link is inside the PU area, and neither of the two nodes is
the boundary node. Ba(m) = 0 is necessary in the second
case, which eliminates the case that Ba(m) = 1, µa = −1,
Bb(m) = 1, and µb = −1, that is, both a and b denote leaving
the same area. Links under this case should be considered to
be outside the area of channel m. The source node S and the
destination node D do not need to be considered, since they
are not optional nodes on the route.

Next, we define the weighted length of a single link on a
given route.

Definition 3: For a single link ab on a given route, the
weighted length of the single link Lab is calculated as:

Lab =

{
1 Iab(m) = 0, ∀m ∈ M ;

|M |
|M |−C(m) Iab(m) = 1;

(5)

where C(m) counts the number of channels on link ab that
satisfy Iab(m) = 1, which means ab is inside the PU area of
m, and |M | is the number of total channels in the network.

Therefore, we have the definition of the weighted length of
a single route.

Definition 4: For a route R, the length of R is:

L(R) =
∑
ab∈R

L(ab), (6)

where ab is any link on the route R.
From the definition of the weighted route length, we can see

that both the number of hops to reach the destination and the
channel availabilities on the route are taken into consideration.

E. Route Selection Algorithm

For the source node S, after it receives the RREP from
the destination node D, it will retrieve the information in the
multiple RREP messages, and select one route to reach D.
Suppose that the set of routes S can select from is R. The
algorithm for S to select a route from R is in Algorithm 1.
It will choose the route with the minimum weighted length,
based on the definition in the previous part.

We use Fig. 5 as an example. Suppose there are 3 channels
in total, which means |M | = 3. The weighted length values
of each link on two optional routes, R and R′, are shown in
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF WEIGHTED ROUTE LENGTH

R Sc ci ij jg gh hD

7 1 1 1 3
2

3
2

1

R′ Sc cd de ef fD
19
2

1 3
2

3 3 1

TABLE II
SIMULATION SETTINGS

Number of nodes [100, 300]
Number of channels [10, 25]
Number of sectors 4

TX power 23 dBm
Noise power −98 dBm

SINR threshold 10 dB
Number of PUs [10, 50]

Operation range of each PU [300, 500]
Delay for single channel switch 0.1 s

Table I. Since L(R) = 7 and L(R′) = 19/2, R is chosen as
the route from S to D. The advantage of R can be seen when
both PUs become active, links de and ef on R′ only have
one same channel available, making them unable to transmit
simultaneously due to interference. Also, if another primary
user suddenly joins this area, then R′ is more likely to have
broken links, which would cause more delay.

After the route is selected, each node on the selected route
will sense the channels, and choose the one with maximum
transmission rate, based on the constraints in (3).

F. Performance Analysis

We analyze the reliability increment of one link, on average,
by comparing the route selected by our algorithm with the
traditional shortest path.

Given a pair of source node S and destination node D, let
N denote the node set of the route selected by our algorithm,
and N0 denote the node set of the shortest route selected by
traditional greedy algorithm. Then we have:

N = N0 +∆, ∆ > 0, (7)

where ∆ is the difference in the number of nodes.
Theorem 1: We use Q to denote the average number of PU

areas that a single link on N is located inside, and Q0 for N0.
Then

Q0

Q
> 1 + (η − 1)

∆

N
, (8)

where Q = |M |/η, |M | is the total number of channels and
η ≥ 1.

Proof: It is obvious that |M | = ηQ, and η ≥ 1, since |M |
is the maximum possible number of channels that a single
link can possibly be inside. From the definition in (6), and
Algorithm 1, which ensures that the route consisting of N
has the minimum weighted length:

|M |
|M | − Q0

×N0 >
|M |

|M | − Q
×N

|M |
|M | − Q0

×N0 >
|M |

|M | − Q
× (N0 +∆)

Q0

Q
>

N0 +
∆|M |
Q

N

Since |M | = ηQ,

Q0

Q
>

N0

N
+

∆η

N

Given N = N0 +∆, then
Q0

Q
> 1 + (η − 1)

∆

N
.

From Theorem 1, when PUs suddenly appears, the larger
η will ensure a more reliable performance of Algorithm 1,
compared to the traditional shortest path. This is because the
larger Q0/Q provides a lower probability that a suddenly
appearing PU will break a link on the route between S and D.
A more reliable link reduces the delay, because the node of
a broken link needs to perform handoff or rerouting to reach
the next hop.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In this section, we perform simulations to evaluate the
performance of our model. We first introduce the simulation
settings. Then we present our simulation results.

A. Simulation Settings

We randomly distribute nodes in a 2, 000 × 2, 000 unit
square. Each node has 4 sectors to send and receive data.
We generate a number of PUs, which are randomly active
on a certain channel. The operation range of each PU is
different. The number of nodes is more than the number of
PUs, and this ensures that the boundary of each PU is detected.
We randomly choose a source and a destination. Then, using
our approach, the source establishes a route to reach the
destination. The channel availabilities are dynamic during the
data transmission, because the PUs are set as a predefined
probability to be active on a channel. The settings of our
simulation parameters are shown in Table II. For simplicity
reasons, we set the channel switch delay to be constant.

The three parameters, the number of nodes, number of chan-
nels, and number of PUs, are tunable. We compare our model
with the shortest path algorithm, which is to find the shortest
path from the source to the destination, without considering
the channel availabilities. We evaluate the performance of both
models from the following aspects:

• Number of hops: simply count the number of links for
each route, without considering other factors, e.g., the
channel availabilities.

• Total delay: the overall delay considering both channel
switching delay and data transmission delay of each
session.

• Average route length: calculate the average route length
in both models using Definition 4.

B. Simulation Results

We present our simulation results from the four aspects
listed in the above portion.
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1) Number of hops: we set the total number of PUs to
10, and the total number of channels to 10. The number of
nodes varies from 100 to 300. We calculate the number of
hops of each route under both models. The results are shown
in Fig. 6. The line labeled as “Shortest” is the result using
the shortest path algorithm, without considering the channel
availabilities. The line labeled as “Boundary” is the result
from our model. Obviously, the shortest path algorithm has a
lower number of hops than our algorithm. Moreover, in both
models, the average number of hops reduces as the number
of nodes increases. This is because the connectivity of the
network increases when the number of nodes increases.

2) Total delay: we provide the comparison of the total delay
for the routes of sessions under both models. We first evaluate
the influence of different active PU probabilities on the delay.
We set different PU active probabilities (0.1, 0.5, 0.9). We
vary the number of nodes from 100 to 300 while keeping the
number of channels as 10, and the number of PUs as 10. The
results of total delay are shown in Fig. 7. We can tell that
when the active probability equals 0.5 and 0.9, our boundary
based algorithm is better than the shortest algorithm. When the
PU active probability is 0.1, the shortest algorithm achieves
shorter total delay than our model. Therefore, the larger the
PU active probability is, the better performance our model will
be, compared to the shortest algorithm.

From the above results, we know that the value of the PU
active probability, where the two algorithms are close to each
other, is between 0.1 and 0.5. Thus, we do more simulations
to find the value by varying the active probability from 0.1
to 0.5. We keep the number of nodes as 200, the number of
channels as 10, and the number of PUs as 10. The results are
shown in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8, we can see that the total delay
of the two algorithms are the most close when the PU active
probability is between 0.25 and 0.3. Based on our threshold
based piggyback scheme, we can set the threshold as 0.3 here.
If the PU active probability is below 0.3, the boundary node
does not need to piggyback its boundary information. In the
following simulations, we set the PU active probability as 0.5.

We then study the influence of the three network parameters,
the results are shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9(a), we vary the
number of nodes from 100 to 300 while keeping the number
of channels as 10, and the number of PUs as 10. The total

delay of both models decreases when the total number of
nodes increases. Our model achieves about 1.0s less than the
model using the shortest algorithm. Besides, in both models,
as the number of nodes increases, the total delay increases
more slowly. In Fig. 9(b), we vary the number of channels
from 10 to 25 while keeping the number of nodes as 200, and
the number of PUs as 10. The total delay of both models
decrease as the total number of channels increases. Under
this setting, our model achieves about 20% less total delay
than those using the shortest algorithm. In Fig. 9(c), we vary
the number of PUs while keeping the number of nodes as
200, and the number of channels as 10. The total delay of
models increases when the total number of PUs increases.
Our model achieves about 20% less total delay than those
using the shortest algorithm. In addition, when the number of
PUs increases, the total delay of the model using the shortest
algorithm increases more quickly. Our model increases much
more slowly compared to the shortest algorithm. Therefore,
our model is more reliable when facing the more dynamic
channel availabilities.

3) Average route length: we compare the average route
length by varying the three tunable parameters: number of
nodes, number of channels, and number of PUs, similar to
the above settings. In Fig. 10(a), the average route length
decreases in both models. This is because the number of hops
in both models decreases when the number of nodes increases.
The average route length in our model is about 40% less than
the shortest path algorithm. In Fig. 10(b), the average route
length decreases in both models. The average route length
using the shortest algorithm is 30% more than in our model.
Our model decreases more slightly because it is already close
to the minimum value, which equals the number of hops. In
Fig. 10(c), the average route length increases in both models
when the number of PUs increases. This is because when there
are more PUs, more links are within the PU area. In addition,
the average route length in our model is about 40% less than
the shortest algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an efficient model for routing
in CRNs, which considers the dynamic channel availabilities.
We assume that the directional antenna is equipped on each
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the total delay by varying network parameters.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the average route length by varying network parameters.

node, aiding each node in determining whether it is a boundary
node, and also creating more channel opportunities. Each
boundary node is located at the boundary of a PU area. We
use the USRP/Gnuradio testbed to prove the differences of the
sensing results by boundary nodes in different directions. The
boundary nodes help to estimate the channel situation of each
optional route, and also the number of links located within a
PU area on each route. Nodes on each route piggyback the
channel availability and path information. In our model, the
piggyback scheme is very efficient and only causes limited
overhead. We give a novel definition of the route path, and
propose an effective algorithm for route selection. We ana-
lyze the reliability of our algorithm. We perform numerous
simulations to testify the performance of our model.
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